Elementary Studio Lesson

Recycled
Robots
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Every class would end up with three
completed robots. One of the requirements for the completed robots was
that they needed to be secure and
stable.
Once the robots were completed,
they were brought outside and
spray-painted silver. When they
were dry, students hung their
slogans on their robots. The
completed robots were a perfect
example of how a little hard
work and imagination can create a masterpiece.
Getting the Message Out
When the robots were completed, we held a school-wide
meeting with a recycling
theme. Students displayed their robots,
sang a recycling rap,
and educated students
in the other grades
about the importance
of keeping our environment clean. We

also started a recycling program at
the school.
Afterwards, our robots were put
on display around the school, at the
administration building, and around
town. It was our hope that these
robots would encourage people to
recycle and to become active in conserving the earth’s resources.
Reflections
Students learned to work cooperatively with peers on a group project.
Students were engaged in active civic
participation by increasing their
awareness of the solid waste problem,
and by encouraging others to view
the robots and learn how solid waste
can be used as a valuable raw material.
Students also learned the importance of using the imagination,
multiple perspectives, and personal
interpretation. They learned to exercise creativity to promote risk-taking
and problem-solving. Finally, students
utilized visual and spatial concepts
in planning works of art, working
three-dimensionally to
create sturdy, secure,
and balanced sculptures.
This project has
been a huge success.
In addition to the learning that took
place, we taught others how important it is to keep our part of the world
clean, and that, with just a little bit
of effort from a lot of people, we can
keep our school, town, state, country,
and the world safe and healthy for
generations to come.
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between the visual arts and other
disciplines in the classroom.
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